Land Stewardship Committee meeting
April 6, 2018
Attendees: Tish, Ken, Janine, Jody, Genie (by phone)
1. Path – need to get brush cut on the blind curve below the goat farm. There should be money in
the budget to do this.
Recommend that this be done, all favor (Janine made the motion, Tish seconded it) write up the
recommendation, $500 - 1000. (Who will do this?)
Observation: the dirt bikes are riding all over the land. Signs posted no motorized vehicles
allowed, but it’s obviously not observed by these riders. There are a note in the Mesa Park
board minutes about this issue in the 4/6 Hearsay. Lloyd Kahn also wrote something about the
issue in the Hearsay.
Bikes coming out onto O-B/Mesa intersection from the path – dangerous. Talk to Don Smith
(Ken)
Proposals to build a hardened path. Kevin Lunny talked about a pilot project to test the material
he has been using. Has anyone talked to him lately? (Ken). Again, consult with Don S. Follow up
with the other person who described a more expensive proposal as well – perhaps he has some
ideas about where to apply for grants. Janine will contact the person (Barth Campbell)
Put both proposals together with a cover letter to present to the Board.
2. Other item ahead of agenda as person, Melinda Stone, needed to leave early. She represents
the new owners of Star Route Farm, University of San Francisco. They are proposing to do a
volunteer, educational project involving the school, starting small, perhaps walking the path
with 6th to 8th graders. College students will also be involved. Genie will send Melinda the report,
Judith’s pp (pictures) and her proposal for plantings. (CAN SOMEONE GIVE ME MELINDA’S
EMAIL ADDRESS?)
3. The Knoll – for the next broom pull, insert a map on the flyer, make signs (Janine already does
some of this). Propose 5/6 or 5/20 – which do folks prefer? 5/20 since this is so late getting
out.
4. Finances - $1300 in the kitty, no change.
5. Soil test – no update.
6. NEXT MEETING: Friday, June 8 at 3:00pm.

